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Subject 
Approve Storage and Interstate Release Agreement regarding Colorado River water 

Description 
In 1999, the Bureau of Reclamation adopted regulations allowing for interstate agreements to store Colorado 
River water and release intentionally created unused apportionment (ICUA).  The water that is stored must be 
from the unused apportionment of one of the three Lower Division states (Arizona, California, and Nevada).  In 
accordance with an approved storage and interstate release agreement (SIRA), the Bureau of Reclamation delivers 
the unused apportionment to an agency in the storing state for diversion and storage in off-river facilities.  The 
storing agency agrees to create unused apportionment in future years at the request of the consuming state.  The 
Secretary of the Interior exercises the authority granted by Article II(B)(6) of the Decree in Arizona v. California 
to deliver the ICUA to the consuming state. 

Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) has undertaken extraordinary water conservation measures to 
maintain its consumptive use within the state’s basic apportionment.  The success of the conservation program has 
resulted in unused basic apportionment for Nevada.  SNWA intends to store its unused apportionment primarily 
within Nevada or in Arizona but would also like to store a portion of the water with Metropolitan.  This would 
assist SNWA in meeting its near-term water needs while it develops in-state water resources, and would be 
consistent with “The Law of the River”. 

Approval of the proposed agreement would provide additional Colorado River water supplies to Metropolitan in 
years when there is space available in the Colorado River Aqueduct to take the water.  No new facilities are 
necessary to implement the agreement.  In future years, SNWA may call on the water with six months’ prior 
notice.  Metropolitan would then reduce its Colorado River water order to create the unused apportionment for 
delivery by the Bureau of Reclamation to SNWA.  Essentially, the agreement would operate as an advance 
delivery and forbearance between Metropolitan and SNWA.  Under the agreement, the maximum amount that 
may be called in any year is 30,000 acre-feet unless the parties mutually agree to a larger amount.  SNWA would 
pay for the administrative costs incurred by the Bureau of Reclamation.  SNWA and Metropolitan would each 
bear their own costs of operating their facilities to divert the water through the terms of a separate operational 
agreement.  This arrangement is consistent with the principle of “at cost” for public water transactions, and 
supports the drought management actions for the Colorado River.  Also, it furthers interstate cooperation, 
goodwill, and favorable consideration of matters important to Metropolitan. 

The proposed agreement would allow Metropolitan to divert more Colorado River water this year while water 
treatment and system improvements are being completed and Quantification Settlement Agreement-related water 
supplies ramp up.  Additionally, the agreement would further recent cooperative efforts to provide flexibility in 
the Colorado River water supply among the Lower Division states.  Nevada and Arizona have previously entered 
into a SIRA that provided for underground storage within Arizona of each state’s unused apportionment for future 
use in Nevada.  This agreement among SNWA, the Colorado River Commission of Nevada, and Metropolitan 
would create expanded opportunities for Metropolitan to manage its water supplies, while supporting cooperation 
among the states in dealing with potential Colorado River shortages through coordinated use of investments and 
assets of Metropolitan and others. 
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Policy 
Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code § 4203(b):  Water Transfer Policy 
Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code § 4206(a):  Carryover Storage 
Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code § 4210:  Water Conservation 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
CEQA determination for Option #1:  

The proposed action is categorically exempt under the provisions of CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines.  In 
particular, the proposed action involves an agreement associated with operation of existing public water 
conveyance and storage facilities with negligible or no expansion of use beyond that existing at the time of the 
lead agency's determination and has no possibility of significantly impacting the physical environment.  
Accordingly, this proposed action qualifies as a Class 1 Categorical Exemption (Section 15301 of the State CEQA 
Guidelines). 

The CEQA determination is:  Determine that pursuant to CEQA, the proposed action qualifies under a Categorical 
Exemption (Class 1, Section 15301 of the State CEQA Guidelines). 

CEQA determination for Option #2: 

None required 

Board Options/Fiscal Impacts 
Option #1 

Adopt the CEQA determination and approve entering into a storage and interstate release agreement and 
operational agreement with SNWA, the Colorado River Commission of Nevada, and the Bureau of 
Reclamation authorizing the storage of Nevada’s unused apportionment of Colorado River water in 
Metropolitan’s facilities and future intentional creation of unused apportionment in an equal amount to the 
water stored for delivery to Nevada. 
Fiscal Impact:  None 

Option #2 
Do not approve entering into a storage and interstate release agreement and operational agreement with 
SNWA, Colorado River Commission of Nevada, and the Bureau of Reclamation. 
Fiscal Impact:  None 

Staff Recommendation  
Option #1 
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